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The Bethe-Heitler formula is the correct expression for the energy radiated in the form 
of bremsstrahlung when a charged particle interacts in isolation with the Coulomb field of 
a nucleus. When the effects of multiple scattering are taken into account} however} the 
formula needs modification. This is the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect. We review 
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The process of bremsstrahlung has been well understood since Bethe and Heitler pub-
lished their result in 1934 [1]. Their result is applicable to the case of a charged parti-
cle interacting in isolation with the Coumlomb field of a nucleus. The emission of the 
bremsstrahlung photon does not occur instantaneously however. We can crudely argue 
that when an electron emits a photon there is a minimum distance which the photon 
must move away from the electron before we can distinguish the two particles from one 
another. This distance is of the order of the wavelength of the photon. If the electron 
is relativistic then the separation velocity between the electron and photon is very low, 
as seen from the laboratory frame. For very low energy (i.e. long wavelength) photons 
the pathlength of the electron over which the photon is "shaken off" can become very 
large compared to the mean distance between atoms in the medium through which the 
electron is travelling. The electron could thus have interactions with one or more other 
atoms before the initial photon is properly formed. These additional interactions will in-
terfere destructively with the formation of the photon and so alter "the radiation spectrum. 
The first estimate of the effects of these subsequent interactions was made by Landau 
and Pomeranchuk in 1953 [10]. Their starting point is the classical electrodynamics ex-
pression for the energy radiated by an acccelerating charged particle. Multiple scattering 
is included by inserting averaged quantities from scattering theory. Their calculation can 
only be considered an order of magnitude estimate. In the following year Migdal pub-
lished a calulation based on the kinetic equation method [14]. Here distribution functions 
of scattered particles are derived and then used to perform the averaging. In 1956 he 
published a full quantum mechanical derivation of the effect[26]. The effect has thus sub-
sequently become known as the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect. 
Quantum electrodynamics is the best theory that we have to describe the interactions of 
electrons and photons. I therefore use QED in Chapter 1 to derive the Bethe-Heitler re-
sult. I then proceed in Chapter 2 to show that the classical expression for bremsstrahlung 
agrees with the QED expression in the limit of low frequency radiation. This serves to 
justify the use of classical theory for the treatment of the LPM effect. The full field theory 
derivation lies beyond the scope of this thesis. (It is, however, reassuring that Migdal's 
3 
quantum [26, 28, 29, 30) and classical derivations yield the same result.) I have calculated 
the effect in three separate ways. Firstly by the Landau-Pomeranchuk method, secondly 
by the functional integration method and lastly by means of the kinetic equation method. 
The results are then compared with recent experimental data. 
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Chapter 1 
Bremsstrahlung Spectrum from a 
Static Coulomb Field 
The process of bremsstrahlung involves the emission of a photon by an electron in the 
field of a nucleus [1, 2, 3, 4). There are two Feynman diagrams that contribute to the 
process. The electron has a choice to either first interact with the Coulomb field and 
then emit the photon or vice versa. The amplitude for the process is a sum of these two 
contributions. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.1: Bremsstrahlung diagrams 
Both the diagrams of figure 1.1 have two vertices and so are second order. There can be 
no first order emission of radiation by an electron, i.e. no emission in a vacuum since it 
would be impossible to conserve both energy and momentum. 
We denote the photon 4-momentum by kµ and the polarization by Eµ. We have k2 = 0 
(the photon is massless) and Eµkµ = 0 as electromagnetic waves are transversely polar-
ized. In addition Eµ is chosen to be normalized such that E2 = -1. The electron has initial 
momentum Pi and spin a and final momentum PJ and spin /3. 
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The external field is accounted for by replacing free spinors by solutions of the Dirac 
equation in the presence of the central field Aµ such that 
3 . 
0 _ Z e _ j d x -iq.x 1 .... _ 
A--4?rlxl--Ze (27r)3e 1qi2 ,A-0 
where if is the 3-momentum transferred to the nucleus, if= iJ + k - Pi,. 
The S-matrix element is 
Sji = -ie2jd4xd4y [eik·x~J(x) iSF(x - y)J.ext(y)'l/Ji(Y) 
+ eik·y~J(x)J.ext(x)SF(x - Y) f'l/Ji(Y)] (1.1) 
The first term comes from figure 1.1 (a) and the second from (b). It is convenient to 
transform 1.1 into momentum space. This yields 
·z 3 
sfi = .... i .... e .... 2?r8(p? - p~ - k0 ) 
IPJ + k - Pil2 
- [ 1 0 0 1 J 
x u(pJ,/3) r Pi+ JC- m 1 + 1 ·A- JC- m i u(pi,a) 
We choose our normalization such that 
- p+m L u(p, s )u(p, s) = -=---
s=0torf3 2 m 
It follows that 
m 2 6/ ( o o o) [ ... ] 2 md3p1d3k 
d a = P?lvij z e 2?r8 PJ + kf - Pi 1qi2 2p~ko(27r )6 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
The square bracket is the one in 1.2. We observe neither the final state spin nor the final 
polarization. So we sum over E and /3. We also do not know the initial spin state so we 
average over a. Let w = k0 and n,,, De be the directions of the outgoing photon and 




F can be decomposed into three parts: 
F 
1 
25m 2 (F1 + F2 + F3) 
(PJ ~ k) 2 ~Tr [i(P1+ JC+ m)!0 (Pi + m)!0(h+ JC+ m) i(PJ + m)] 
F1(Pi H -pf) . 
- (PJ. k{(Pi. k) ~Tr{[ro(Pi- JC+ m) i(Pi + m)!o 
X ( h + JC + m) i( Pi + m)] + (Pi H -p J)} 
Although E is normalized we are still free to choose one of its components to be zero. 
We take E
0 = 0. We expand out all the brackets in the decomposition of F and use the 
properties of the I matrices to calculate the trace. As an example we shall calculate the 
first term in F1 . 
Tr[r
0pn° h iP1(2E · P1- hi)] 
2( E ·Pi )Tr[r0pn° h(2E · P1- hi)]+ m 2Tr[r0pn° p1] 
(4(E. PJ )
2 + m2) (sP?P/ - 4pi. PJ) + 8m2(E. PJ )(E. Pi) 
Here we have used the fact that P, fi + fi P, = 2a · b and that PJ = PT = m 2 • The other 
contributions can be calculated in a similar fashion. The result of this lengthy calculation 
lS 
(k .~! )2 ~[2(E ·Pi )2 (m2 + 2p?pj + 2p?w - Pi· PJ - k ·Pi)+ 
+ 2E · PJE · Pik ·Pi+ 2p?w k · PJ - Pi · kpf · k] 
F1(Pi H -pi) 
16 "" 0 0 2) L.,;[E · PiE · PJ(Pi · k - PJ · k + 2pi · PJ - 4PiPJ - 2m (p J · k) (Pi · k) € 
+ ( E • PJ )2 k ·Pi - ( E • Pi) 2 k · PJ +Pi · k PJ · k - m 2w2 
+ w(wpi ·Pi - p/p1 · k - PJPi · k)] 
Let 01 be the angle that the photon makes with the final electron momentum, Bi the angle 
of the photon and the initial momentum and <P the angle between the planes (k,fi1) and 
(k,ffi) as shown in figure 1.2. 




Figure 1.2: Kinematics of the bremsstrahlung process 
PJ and Pi are not generally conserved currents. However, their projection into a plane 
normal to k is a conserved current. This projection has a magnitude IP1 sin(), Therefore, 
with to= 0 




2 • 2 0 L.J f • PJ = PJ sm J 
( 
"'(... .... )2 I '""12 . 2 () L.J e: • Pi = Pi sm i 
( 
Iii I IPi I sin o 1 sin oi cos </> 
At this point we shall make a small change in notation: 
lid= Pi jq'2j = q2 
The differential cross section 1.4 can then be written as 
du = 
This result was first derived by Bethe and Reitler in 1934 [1]. To get the total cross 
section we integrate 1. 7 over both the electron and photon escape angles. The following 
. integrals are required: 
11!' sin
2 0 7r 
· d () = -(1 - v'l - a 2) 
o 1 - a cos 0 a2 
11!' sin
3
0 dO 2 4 (l 
1 
l+a] - +- - n-o (1 - a cos 0)2 - 1 - a2 a2 1 - a 
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The result then for the cross section for an eletron scattering off a static potential is 
(7 = 
with 
1 Ei,f + Pi,f Ei f = n 
' £. f -p· f i, i, 
1 pf + PiPJ - wEi x= n 
p~ - PiPJ - wEi 
(1.8) 
In the context of the LPM effect the limiting behaviour of 1.8 as w -+ 0 is of paramount 
importance. For convenience, and for later comparison purposes, we return to 1.2. It is 
easy to manipulate the matrix element into the form 
·z 3 
Sfi = z e 27r8(p~ - Pof - ko) 
I... k... ...12 I Pf+ - Pi 
_( ) [.1 ·h+ fe + m o o Pi- fe + m .1j ( ) 
x u p J, f3 r- (pf + k) 2 - m 2 I + I (Pi - k) 2 - m 2 r- u Pi' a 
- iZe3 27r8( o - o - ko) 
I... k... ... 12 Pi PJ Pf+ - Pi 
-( 4 ) [.1PJ + m o o Pi+ m .1j ( ) x u PJ·P r- 2pf . k I - I 2pi. k r- u Pi, a (1.9) 
where we have discarded a factor of k in the numerator under the pretext w· -+ 0. We 
make use of the identity ? fl+ fl?= 2a · b once again to write 1.9 as 
·z 3 
z ... e 27r8(p? - p~ - ko) 
IP! + k - Pi I 2 · 
_( 4 ) [2t · PJ - ('PJ - m) i o o2t ·Pi- i(Pi - m)l ( ) 
x u p J, tJ 2 k I - I 2 k u Pi' a 
~· A· 
From the Dirac equation we have that u(p - m) = (p - m)u = 0 and so 
iZe
3 
o o o -( ) o ( ) [E·P1 E·Pil Sfi = ... 27r8(pi - p1 - k )u Pi, f3 I u Pi, a -k- - -k-
IPJ + k - Pi 12 • PJ . Pi (1.10) 
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The factor u1°u is exactly the one which arises in the calculation of the elastic scattering 
cross section. It follows that 
_d_a _ = (-da) _e_2 w2dwdf!-y L [-E ·_PJ - _E ·_Pi] 2 
dfle,w-+O df! elastic 4?r2w £ k ·Pi k ·Pi (1.11) 
where 
(
da) 4Z2a 2m2 - = lu1°ul 2 
df! elastic jqi 4 
Investigation of 1.11 shows that the photon energy spectrum behaves as dw and so the 
w 
probability for the emission of a photon with w = 0 is infinte. This is the "infrared catas-
trophe". 
Let us also consider the behaviour of 1.8 where both the incident and emerging electrons 
are highly relativistic, i.e. Ei, E1 ~ m. The expression for the cross section simplifies to 
(1.12) 
Our entire derivation has thus far been based on the assumption that the field of the 
nucleus is a pure Coulomb field. For many-electron atoms this is not the case. The field 
is modified by the screening of the inner electrons by the outer ones. The effects of this 
screening are largely dependent on the energy of the electron. The photon which the 
electron exchanges with the nucleus is off mass shell and so the effective distance over 
which the bremsstrahlung interaction occurs (the impact parameter or formation zone) is 
determined by the uncertainty principle. The magnitude of the momentum transfered to 
the nuclues is 
q }El - m 2 - JEJ- m2 -w 
,...., £. (1 -~) -E12 (1 -~) -w 
i 2Ef 2EJ 
wEi ,...., 
1 2(Ei -w) 
w 
2,2 (1.13) 
The impact parameter is of the order of !. . So for high electron energy and soft photon 
emission the impact parameter becomes large and can easily exceed the atomic radius. 
The electron then only sees the effective field of the atom. In this case we say that the 
screening is complete. The effective field is a sum of the Coulomb field and another 
term which is dependent on the atomic form factor. The form factor is just the Fourier 
transform of the charge distribution. For the case of heavy nuclei the Thomas-Fermi 
10 
model for the charge distribution gives accurate results." The calculation of the effects of 





E1 dw [(El+ E} 2) _113 2J ---- - - 2lnl83Z +-
7rm2 Ei w EiEJ 3 . 9 
Z 2a 3 8 dw 
,...., ----ln1s3z-1!3 
7rm2 3 w (1.14) 
From this we get the energy radiated in the interval (w,w + dw) per unit time to be 
dl e2 E 2 
dwBH(w) = 37r m 2L (1.15) 
where we have made the following definitions for Es and the radiation length, L: 
(1.16) 
n is the density of the medium through which t~e electron is moving. We see that the 
radiation spectrum is a constant over w in the highly relativisitic limit. 
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Chapter 2 
Bremsstrahlung in Classical 
Electrodynaimcs 
The electromagnetic fields pr.xf3 arising from an external source Jr.x ( x) satisfy the inhomo-
geneous Maxwell equations [6] 
8aFr.xf3 = 47r Jf3 
With the definition of the fields in terms of the potentials and the imposision of the 
Lorentz condition, OaAr.x = 0, this becomes 
In the case of an electron 
Jf3(x) = e j drVf3(r)84 [x - r(r)] 
Vf3 is the 4-velocity. The retarded solution of 2.1 is 
.... .... ev(r) 
A(x, t) = (1 - v(r)·n)R 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The potentials 2.2 are known as the Lienard-Wieckert potentials. v( T) and r( T) are the 
velocity and trajectory of the electron respectively. n is a unit vector in the direction 
x - r( T) and R = Ix - r( To) 1. These potentials generate the following electric field: 
A __, A {(A """') """'} .... .... n-v nx n-v xv 
E(x,t) = e 2(l __, A) 3R2 + e (l __, A) 3R I -v·n -v·n (2.3) 
The first term of 2.3 decribes the Coulomb field of the electron and the second describes 
the radiation field. We find that the energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency 
interval is 
a21 .... 2 
dwdn = 2IA(w)I (2.4) 
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where A( w) is the Fourier transform of the quantity 
It follows that we can write 2.4 as 
.... 1 .... 
A(t) = !'"LR E 
y47l" 





-- = ~ 1 n x (n x v)eiw(t-fi·r(t))dt 
dw dn 47l" 2 -oo 
Lemma 1 n x (n xii). n x (n x b) = (n xii). (n x b), YA,b,fJ. E )R3 and n a unit vector. 
Proof: .... 
n x ( n. x ii) . n x ( n x b) 
€ijknj(fJ. X ii)k €i/mn1(6. X b)m 
(8j18km - 8im8k1)njn1(n x ii)k(n x b)m 
n 2 ( n x ii) . ( n x b) - n . ( n x a) n . ( n x b) 
( n. x a) . ( n. x b) o 
Hence 
_d_2_1_ = e2w21100 n x v(t) eiw(t-fi·r(t))dtl2 
dw dO. 47!" 2 -oo , 
(2.5) 
2.5 gives us the classical electrodynamics expression for the energy spectrum. If we know 
the electron's position and velocity as a function of time then we can calculate the energy 
radiated. As an example, and also to see how the classical expression compares with 
the Bethe-Reitler expression, we consider the case where an electron moves at a constant 
velocity v until t = 0 where it has an abrupt collision with another particle and then 
moves at the velocity v1 for all t > 0. We assume that the electron is relativistic. The 
integral in 2.5 is then 
;_: n x v(t)eiw(t-fi·r(t))dt 
n x [v j_ooo eiwt(l-n·v)dt + v1 fooo eiwt(1-n·v1)dt] 
> x [ 1 - ~ . v, 1 - : . v l (2.6) 
Lemma 2 (n x a)· (n x b) = I.:f(E' · ii)(E' · b) 
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Proof: 
The tµ's are 4-vectors that describe the state of polarization of the emitted photon. We 
choose t
0 = 0 and transform all our 3-vectors to 4-vectors with the time component equal 
to 0. The sum is over orthogonal polarization states. 1.6 gives 
I: ( f. (ii x ii)) ( f. (ii x b)) = (ii x ii) . (ii x b) 
It is a property of the cross product that f• (ii xii)= ii.(€ x n). n is a unit vector in the 
direction of motion of the photon. €is by definition orthogonal to ii. The cross product 
( € x n) serves only to rotate €by 90 degrees, but it remains in the plane perpendicular 
to n. Since the sum over t is over orthogonal polarizations, this leaves the sum invariant 
and so 
I: f. ( n. x ii) f. (ii x b) 2:(€. ii)(t· b) 




[ (ii x v1) 2 . (ii x v) 2 2 (n x V'1) . (ii x v) l 
4?r2 (1 - ii . v1) 2 + (1 - n. . v) 2 - (1 - n. . v1)(1 - n. . v) 
_e_L vA1 .... - vA .... ·t 2 ( .... .... ) ~2 
4?r2 E 1 - n · v1 1 - n · v 
2 2 
( 
.... .... ) ~2 e w P1 P -I: --- •f. 
411" 2 E Pl . k p . k (2.7) 
It is convenient at this point to transform our energy spectrum to a differential cross 
I section. The number of photons of energy w emitted per unit frequency interval is N = -
and so w 
aN = _!!._w2awan L ( t. P1 - t. P) 2 
aw . 4?r2w E k · P1 k · p 
To get the cross section we multiply the above expression by the cross section for elastic 
(Mott) scattering [31]. Hence 
aa = ( aa) _!!._w2 awan L ( t . P1 - t . P) 2 
an an elastic 4?r2w E k . Pl k . p (2.8) 
2.8 is identical to 1.11, i.e. the classical expression for bremsstrahlung agrees with the 
soft photon limit of the field theory expression. So we are justified in the use of classical 
electrodynamics for the investigation of the LPM effect. 
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Let us return to 2. 7. We employ 1.6 to write 
(2.9) 
We need to perform an integration over dD. of 2.9. 
2 
Jdn m (p1·k) 2 
m 2 j 1 4~ 
2£2 2~ d( cos 0) ( 0)2 = 2 w 1- vcos w 
J 2p1. p . To find dD. (p1 . k )(p. k) we need to use Feynman's tnck [7] 
1 [ 1 dx 
ab= lo [ax+ b(l - x)]2 
So 
Jdn 2p1. P (P1 · k)(p · k) f 1 dx j dn 2p1 . P 10 [pl . k x + p . k ( 1 - x) J 2 
2p1 . p f 1 dx j dD. 1 
w2E 2 lo [l-n·(v1x+v(l-x))]2 
2p1 . p 11 f 1 1211" 1 dx d( cos 0) d<P--.... --.... -----
w2 E2 o -1 o (1-Jv1x+v(l-x)\cos0)2 
2p1. p r1 1 
w2£2 
4~ lo dxl - lv1x + v(l - x)J2 
The intergral over x is of the form 
1 ln 2ax + b - Jb2 - 4ac 1 





Jb2 - 4ac b - Jb2 - 4ac 
If we denote the angle between v and V1 by a, i.e. sin a = lvl - vi' and define e = /V sin% 
v 





e + Je2+1 
e - Je2 +1 (e - Je2 + 1)(e + Je2 + 1) 
je + /e2+1j2 
dI _ 2e
2 
[ 2e + 1 I . / 2 I J 
dw - --;- e J e2 + 1 ln e + v e + 1 - 1 (2.10) 




[(1 + ~e2) ln(l + e) 1le - 1] 
. "" 3e2 e 
7r 
dl ~ 4e2 ln2e 
dw 7r 
The spectrum 2.10 is plotted in figure 2.1. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
We can easily modify 2.6 for the case of two collisions [8]. Suppose the electron moves 
at a constant velocity v0 until time t1 where it has a collision and the velocity changes 
abruptly to v1 • Then at time t 2 another collision changes the velocity to v2 • 2.6 becomes 
1_: n x v(t)eiw(t-ii·r(t))dt = i_ [( V1 eiwt1n·(ii0 -iii) _ Vo ) iwt1(1-:n·iio) 
1 A_, 1 
A .... e 
w - n · v1 - n · v0 
+ ( ~2 .... eiwt2 ii·(ii1 -ii2) _ ~1 .... ) eiwt2(1-ii·ii1)] 
1 - n · v2 1 - n · v1 
Since the angles of scattering are small, lvi - Vj-i I ~ 1 and so 
1_: n x v(t)eiw(t-n·r(t))dt = i_ [( V1 _ Vo ) iwt1(1-ii·iio) 
1 A .... 1 A .... e w - n · v1 - n · vo 
+ ( v2 _ v1 ) iwt2(1-n·ii1)] 1 A_, 1 A_, e - n · v2 - n · v1 
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Radiation Spectrum from a Single Collision 
-4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 
~ 
Figure 2.1: 
For the case of N collisions this generalizes to 
Spectrum for~ g (-0.05,0.05) 
1000 2000 3000 4000 
1
00 
ii x iJ(t)eiw(t-ii-T(t))dt = !_ L v! .... - v!-1.... exp {iw(l - ii· Vj-1)tj} . N [ ..., ..., l 
-oo w i=l 1 - n · Vj 1 - n · Vj-l 
(2.13) 
If small angle scattering occurs very rapidly, i.e. if w(l - ii· Vj_1)tj ~ 1 then 2.13 reduces 
to 2.6 with i}i replaced by VN. So in the low frequency regime if the scattering occurs 
very rapidly then the radiation from N scatterings is equivalent to the radiation from a 
single collision, i.e. there is substantial suppression. 
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Chapter 3 
A qualitative estimate for 
bremsstrahlung intensity in 
condensed matter 
This chapter follows closely the work of Galitsky and Gurevich [9]. When an electron 
emits a photon there is a minimum distance which the photon must move away from the 
electron before we can distinguish the two particles from one another. This distance is of 
the order of the wavelength of the photon. If the electron is relativistic then the separation 
velocity between the electron and photon is very low, as seen from the laboratory frame. 
For very low energy (i.e. long wavelength) photons the pathlength of the electron over 
which the photon is "shaken off'' can become very large compared to the mean distance 
between atoms in the medium through which the electron is travelling. The electron could 
thus have interactions with one or more other atoms before the initial photon is properly 
formed. These additional interactions will interfere destructively with the formation of 
the photon and so alter the radiation spectrum. 
The fields produced by the particle on traversing nearby points on the trajectory should 
differ little in phase and therefore add coherently. There is a maximum pathlength for 
which this remains true. We call this pathlength the coherence length l. We consider 
radiation emitted at an angle 0 in the frequency interval (w,w + dw). The coherence 
length must be a function of both w and 0. The amplitude of the field radiated by the 
electron is proportional to the coherence length and so the intensity of radiation at (w, 0) 
is proportional to the square of the coherence length. 
d2J 
dw df! (w, 0) = Al2(w, 0) (3.1) 
where A is the proportionality constant. 
After the collision with the nucleus the electron moves with a velocity v. Suppose that 
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photons are emitted at times t and t + ( l / v). When the second photon is emitted the first 
has moved a distance l/v. From the definition of the coherence length the difference in 
the pathlengths of the two waves must be less than the wavelength, say >../2. From this 
it follows (see Fig. 3) that 









If we substitute 3.3 into 3.1 and integrate over all angles we get the bremsstrahlung 
spectrum from a unit pathlength: 
(3.4) 
We can find the coefficient A by comparing 3.4 with the Bethe-Reitler result 1.15: 
dl e2 E 2 
dwBH(w) = 311" m 28L 
For a highly relativistic particle we can write 
1 2 ) . 1 m
2 
1 - v. ~ 2 ( 1 - v ~ 2 E2 
and so 
The effects of multiple scattering on bremsstrahlung reduces to the fact that the electron 
instead· of moving along a straight line moves along a winding trajectory of multiple 
scattering. Since the collision time is very short relative to the mean free time we can 
assume that only the direction of the electron velocity changes in a collision and not 
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the magnitude. We denote the angle of multiple scattering by Os, i.e. Os is the angle 
between the initial direction of motion and the direction of motion at time t. The velocity 
component in the initial direction vii is then, on average, 
Subsittuting vu for v in 3.2 we get 










It follows from 3.6 that the true bremsstrahlung spectrum can be found by evaluating 
the coherence length for zero angle photon emission, i.e. it is not necessary to calculate 
the entire radiation spectrum. The mean square scattering angle can be shown to be (see 
A.16, v ~ c = 1) 
02 = E;ts(w, 0) 
s E2L 
ls(w, 0) is now implicitly defined in 3.5. We find 
m
2
L [ ls(w, 0) = 2E; 
In the limit w ~ E, 3.7 reduces to 
E {i; 
ls(w, 0) = Es y-z;--
and the radiation spectrum 3.6 becomes 
dl (w) ~~Es (ifW 
dw 311" EV L 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
The Bethe-Reitler spectrum approaches a constant value as w--+ 0. 3.8 shows that when 
the effects of multiple sacttering are included, then the spectrum approches zero as w --+ 0. 
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Chapter 4 
Inclusion of Multiple Scattering by 
the Landau-Pomeranchuk Method 
The first attempt to include the effects of multiple scattering on the bremsstrahlung 
spectrum were made by Landau and Pomeranchuk in 1953 [10]. Their starting point is 
the classical expression for the energy radiated 2.5: 





W H 471" -oo 
Or 
Lemma 3 (it x a) · (it x b) = a · b - (it · a) (it · b) 
Proof: 
(it x a) . (it x 'b) 
Hence 4.1 can be written as 
EijknjakEi1mn1bm 
( bj18km - bjm8kl)njn1akbm 
ll • b - (it · ii) (it · b) D 
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( 4.1) 
We now perform the integration over an to get the total energy radiated in the frequency 
interval (w, w +aw). We define g = w(r1 - r2). The integral over an involves the following 
two integrals: 
11 = f ane-in·9 , 12 - f (6.. ar1)(6.. ar2)e-in·ff an 
}47r }47r 
g is a fixed vector in the integration over an. So we are free to choose our axes such that 





To proceed from here we need to apply a convention that is used in many problems 
where integrals like those found in 2.5 are involved. When we need to evaluate eiwt at 
t = ±oo the convention is that we take it equal to zero. This makes physical sense as it 
eliminates the radiation produced when our electron is accelerated to its initial velocity 
at t = -oo. We are not interested in how the electron reached its initial velocity, but only 
in what happens thereafter. Likewise we are not interested in the electron's deceleration 
at t = oo. 
We perform integration by parts over both t1 and t2 of the second term in 4.5. After 
applying our convention we obtain 
a1 = e
2
w awjjat1at2 eiw(ti-t2 ) [v1 · v2 - 1] si~~lri: r2I (4.6) 
w ~-~ 
We choose a system of axes such that the initial direction of motion of the electron 
defines the z-axis. We introduce a two-dimensional vector "if which lies in the xy-plane 
and characterises the degree of multiple scattering. We denote the velocity at a time t 1 
by V1 and by V2 at time t2. IOI = () is the angle of multiple scattering at the time t 2. 
t 2 v(T)aT 
lt1 
rt2-t1 
Jo v( T + t1)aT , T --+ T - t1 (4.7) 
1 At this point our calculation diverges from the original calculation of Landau and Pomeranchuk. 
They erroneously assumed that \! 9 i to be negligibly small. 
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Figure 4.1: The two-dimensional vector 0 describing the scattering angle. 
We assume that the electron interacts with particles in the medium over a very short time 
scale; relative to its mean free time. We therefore assume that the speed of the electron 
does not change in the collision, only its direction changes. We also assume that the 
electron is moving relativistically so that the characteristic angles of scattering are small. 
V2 = v( ti + T) - zv cos e + Ov sine 
(J2 ... 
rv v1 ( 1 - °2) + vO (4.8) 
4. 7 can thus be written as 
1 r2-t1 rt2-ti. r1 - f2 = v1(t2 - ti) - 2v1 lo 0
2(r)dr + v lo Odr 
We define t = t2 - ti: 
jv1(t - ~ lt02dr) + v it Odrj 2 
- v' [t' -t J.' 82dr + (J.' tidr )'] + 0(84 ) 
And so 
and 
1 1 [ 1 f 2 1 (f... ) 2] 
I... ... I ~ - 1 + - e dr - -2 2 Odr r 1 - r2 vt 2t t 
From 4.8 we have 
... ... 2( 1 102) Vt· V2 ~ V . - 2 
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We are now in a position to rewrite 4.6 in a form where multiple scattering can be taken 
into account. We make a change of variables T = ti, t _ t 2 - T: 
dl = e>,, J_°':f r nt e:;· [ ( v' - 1) - ~v'o' J sin vw{t- Ho' dr + ;
1 







dt e-iwt [1 + -
2
1 
v2 ,.·?e2] sin vw {t - ~je2dr + _!__ (J Odr) 2 } ( 4.9) 
7rV/ J_oo 1-oo t . 2 2t 
We are really interested in the average energy radiated by the electron. It is difficult to 
perform the averaging of the integrand exactly in 4.9 because the scattering angle appears 
in the argument of the sine function. We can make an order of magnitude estimate for 
the energy radiated if we replace the average of the integrand by the average of each term 
separately. The averages that we require are calculated in Appendix A, equations A.17 
and A.18. With this approximation the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per 





w 100 dt iwt [ 2 E;ltl l . { E;tltl } 
---2 -e 1 + V/ E 2L smwv t - E 2L 7rV/ -oo t 2 12 
e
2
w 100 dx · · 1 2 1 2 -- -(e-iwx + eiwx)(l + -1 qx) sin(-wqx - vwx) 
7rV/2 0 X 2 12 
e
2
w 100 dx 1 1 
--
2 
2 -(1 + -12 qx) coswx sin(-wqx2 - vwx) 
7rV/ O X 2 12 
e
2
w 100 dx 1 [ 1 1 ] 
--
2 
-(1 + -12qx) sin(-
2
wqx 2 -w(l + v)x) + sin(-wqx2 + w(l - v)x) 
7rV/ 0 X 2 1 12 
(4.10) 
where in the last step we have used the trigonometric identity 
sin A cos B = ~[sin( A - B) +sin( A+ B)] 
We are interested in the effect of multiple scattering on the radiation emitted in the limit 
w-? 0. Hence we can restrict ourselves to the region of frequencies such that w ~ q. The 
terms linear in x in the arguments of the sine functions in 4.10 can then be neglected. 
Now 
dI e2w 100 dx 1 2 • 1 2 - = - 2 -(1 + -1 qx) sm(-wqx) (4.11) 
dw 7rV/2 O X 2 12 
fo00 sin ax2 dx 
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roe . 2 







L__ ________________________________________________ _ 
and 
1
00 dx 1100 sin u -sinax2 = -
2 
--du, (u = ax2) 
0 x 0 u 
This integral can be done by contour integration. We use the contour of figure 4.2. We 
integrate f ( z) = eiz / z around /. J is holomorphic except for a simple pole at 0, which 
the indented semicircle avoids. 
-c c 
Figure 4.2: The contour/ 
By Cauchy's theorem 
1-f j(u)du - { j(z)dz + lR j(u)du + { j(z)dz = 0 -R Jr( f Jrn 
We calculate the contribution from rf in the limit as f-+ 0. It give~ 
lim { J(z)dz = i7rres{f(z); O} = i7r 
f ..... o Jr, 
If we let R-+ oo then the contribution from I'n-+ 0 and so 
i7r = lim -du + -du = lim 2i -du {1-f eiu lR eiu } lR sin u R-+oo,£-+0 -R U f U · . R-+oo,£-+0 f U 
Therefore 1100 sinud ·. 1 - -- u = -71" 
2 0 u 4 





We follow Landau and Pomerancuk and define Eo = rr;;2L. 
' 
With the definitions of q, L 
and Es (defined in Appendix A) we can write 4.14 as 
r,;-:; dw /w& 
dl ~ 8v 071"" TV £2 
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(4.15) 
The original result as quoted by Landau and Pomeranchuk is 
dl ~ fj; dw /wEo 
. V3LVE2 ( 4.16) 
Our result is different only by a constant factor of 247!". It is also diffrent by a factor of 
2 from the calculations of Akhiezer and Shulga [8]. It appears they neglected to include 
the second term of the trigonometric identity used in 4.10. 
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Chapter 5 
Inclusion of Multiple Scattering by 
Functional Integration 
5 .1 The Functional Integral 
If we shoot a beam of electrons into an amorphous medium such that the initial direction 
of motion is along the z-axis, then it can be shown (Appendix A, Section 2) that the 
distribution of electrons after a time r over the scattering angle 'if is [8, 12] 
f(r,O) =--exp --1 { ()2 } 
271'0"7 2ur 
In order to find the propability for having the scattering angle in the interval ( ~, ~+d~) 
at the time r we must consider all possible paths to this point. We define ~ = 'fv where N 
is the number of distinct scattering intervals considered. After a time ~ the probability of 
the scattering angle being in the interval ( ifi, if1 + dif1 ) is p1 = f ( ~' 01)d01 . The probaility 
for the scattering angle to be about iJ-i after the next time step is P2 = P1f(~, 02 - 01)d02. 
So the probability of arriving at ~ at time r for a particular path is 
_ d01d02 ... d()N {-_!L _ (02 - 01)2 _ _ (ON - ()N-1)2} 
PN - (27l'u~)N exp 2u~ 2u~ · · · 2u~ (5.1) 
We use this weight to average the energy radiated. The result is a functional integral with 
respect to the Wiener measure dwif. 
( ~~) = j dwiJ~~ 
J
oo Joo dJ 
lim .. . PNdw 
N -+oo -oo -oo 
(5.2) 
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We start with expression 4.9 for ~~: 
dl 
dw 





w loo ioo dr [ 1 ] { 1 !or 1 (!or ..., ) 2} -2--2 dT - 1 + -2v2'"·t2fP coswrsinvw r - - ()2dt + - ()dt 7rV( -oo 0 T 2 0 2r O 
- e2w loo dT {oo dr [1 + ~v21202] 
7rV(2 -oo lo T 2 
· · · { ( 1 r 1 ( r .... ) 2) } x ( eiwr + e-1wr) Im eiwvr exp ivw . -2 lo ()2dt + 2r lo ()dt (5.4) 
We make use of the fact that 
and the definition 
,J = x or y 
to write 5.2 as 
8 = w(l - v). 
5.2 Evaluation of the Functional Integral 
Our goal now is to find Qw. We can write 
Q 1 l oo dq -q2 Q (N ) w = im . r,;;e w , q N-+oo -oo V" (5.6) 
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where Qw(N, q) is defined to be 
( ) 1 
001 df}i ... d()N { ~1 (On+l - On)2 2 
Qw N, q = ~~· (27raf::i.)N/2 exp - ~ 2af::i. . +µON 
-iwA f; O~ + qA (2~w) i/2 f; o.} 
00 is taken to be 0. Functional integration is rather tricky. We only know how to do 
it for a small class of functions. One of these is the Gaussian case. Fortunately we can 
manipulate our functional integral into a Gaussian form. We start by making the change 
of variables Yn = (2at::i.t1l 2()n· Then 
Y1 ... YN . 2 2 oo d d { N-1 
Qw(N, q) = 1~~-1 7rN/2 exp - E (Yn+l - Yn) + 2af::i.µyN 
N N } + b]; Yn - iwa f::i. 2 ]; y~ (5.7) 
(
. ) 1/2 with b - 2qf::i. ii; . Now 
N-1 N 
2af::i.µy'fv- L (Yn+l - Yn) 2 - iwaf::i.2 Ly~= 
n=O n=l 
N N-1 N-1 
2af::i.µy'fv- L y~(l + iwaf::i.2) - LY~+ 2 L YnYn+l 
n=l n=O n=l 
N-1 N-1 





The non-zero elements of A are: 
Ann 2 + iwa f::i. 2 n = 1, ... , N - 1 
ANN 1 + iwaf::i.2 - 2af::i.µ 
An+l,n = -1 n=l, ... ,N-1 
5. 7 can thus be written as follows: 
dy1 ... dyN oo { N N } 
Qw(N,q) = 1~~-1 'lrN/2 exp b E Yn - nEl AnmYnYm (5.8) 
Our result must be evaluated at µ = 0 and in the limit as N ---+ oo. f::i. = T / N so f::i. ---+ 0. 
The imaginary components of A are of order f::i. 2. So let us for the moment consider the 
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matrix A' = ReA. The non-zero elements of A' are: 
2 
1 
n = 1, ... ,N -1 
A~+i,n = -1 n=l, ... ,N-l 
We can easily show that A' is a positive definite matrix. Choose any vector x E ?RN, fiT = 
(x1, X2, .•. 'XN ), (x =I 0). 
N-1 
L (2x~ - 2XnXn-1) + x'Jv 
n=l 
Therefore A' is positive definite and A is positive definite to order ~ 2 • It is possible to 
reduce A to a diagonal form by a unitary transformation matrix U, i.e. 
(5.9) 
The an 's are the eigenvalues of A and since A is positive definite, all the an 's are positive. 














UT = u-1 ' u unitary 
The chain of differentials dy1dY2 ... dyN defines a volume element in N-dimensional space. 
Transform to spherical coordinates. dy1dy2 ... dyN = rN-1drdD,N with y; +Yi + ... + 
y'Jv = r 2 or yT y = r2 • dz1dz2 ... dzN also defines an N-dimensional volume element. 
dz1dz2 ... dzN = r'N-1dr'dD,N with zTz = r'2 • But yTy = (Uz?Uz = zTU-1Uz = zTz. 
Therefore r = r' and dy1dy2 ... dyN = dz1dz2 ... dzN. 
5.8 now becomes 
Qw(N,q) 
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The product of all the an 's is just det A. Define a} = 2~ .• Then J 
Qw(N, q) = ( det A)-1/2 j. ~ j dz1dz2 ... dzN IT (27ra}t1/2 exp {bcjZj - z]~} 
-oo J=l 2uJ 
( det A r•12fl1-: dz;{2"uJ)-1! 2 exp { bc;z; ~ ;!J} 
( det A)-1/2 IT (27ru})-1/21oo dzj e -~[z,-buJci]2 +tb2u7c; 
j=l -00 
N . x~ 
1 2 2 2100 --3!: ( det At1!2 II (27ruJt1l2e2b uici dxj e 217i , Xj - Zj - b<JjCj 
j=l -oo 
N 
( det Atl/2 II (27ru})-1/2 etb2uJcJ V"f;;uj 
j=l 
N 
( det Atl/2 II etb2u7c; (5.10) 
j=l 
It will be useful to find the inverse of A. From 5.9 we have A= U(anbnm)U- 1 or 







<-itu;1 + *u;2 + ... + ~u;N) 
(-i!U11UN1 + t;u12U~2 + ···+ ~U1NUNN) 
<-i!U11Um + t;u12U~2 + ... + ~U1NUNN) ) 









(U11 + U12 + ... + U1N) 2 + 
2
1 
(U21 + U22 + ... + U2N)2 + ... 
a1 a2 
1 ( 2 + -
2 
- UNI + U N2 + ... + UN N) 
aN 
1{1(2 2 2 2 ai Un+ U12 + · · · + U1N + 2(U11U12 + U11U13 + ... 
+U11U1N + U12U13 + U12U14 + ... + U12U1N + ... )) + _!__ (u;l + u;2+ 
a2 
... + u;N + 2(U21U22 + ... + U21U2N + U22U23 + ... + U22U2N + ... ))+etc.} 
Comparison of this result with 5.11 yields 
N 1 N 





So finally we have a Gaussian form. We now define quantities Dn that are the minors of 




2 + iwa-~2 -1 
-1 2 + iwa-~2 -1 
A= 
-1 
-1 1 + iwa-~2 - 2µa-~ 
(2 + iwa-~2)Dn+I - (-l) 2n+I(-l)Dn+2 
(2 + iwa-~2)Dn+I - Dn+2 1 ~ n ~ N - 2 
DN 
DN-1 
hence DN - DN-1 
1 + iwa-~2 - 2µa-~ 
(2 + iwa-~2 )(1 + iwa-~2 - 2µa-~) - 1 




Define Ak as the determinant of the k x k matrix in the upper left corner of A. Ao = 1, 
A1 = A11 and AN = det A. We claim that [13] 
m?:. k 
m< k (5.15) 
This is easily shown by explicit evaluation of one of the rows. All the other rows are 
evaluated in an identical fashion and the result follows simply. 
Lemma 4 Dk+IAk - Ak-1Dk+2 = det A= D1 =AN 
Proof: 
k=l, ... ,N 
The lemma will be proved by induction. For the case k = 1: LHS = D 2A1 - A0 D3 = 
a11D 2 - D3 = D1 = RHS. The last step has made use of 5.13. Now suppose that 
Dt+IAt - At-1Dt+2 = D1 for some t. Dt+a = at+i,t+1Dt+2 - Dt+i and so 
Dt+2At+i - at+i,t+iAtDt+2 + AtDt+i 
Dt+2At+i - At+1Dt+2 - At-1Dt+2 + AtDt+i (from definition of At+i) 
D 1 (by induction hypothesis) 
0 
Proof: 
From the Lemma we have 
Now 
Ak (D1 + Ak-1Dk+2)(Dk+1t1 
) 
1 1 
D1Dk+2(Dk+iDk+2 - + Ak-1Dk+2-D 
k+I 
1 Dk+2 ( ) D1Dk+2(Dk+IDk+2)- + D D DkAk-1 
k k+I 
D1Dk+2 ((Dk+IDk+2)-
1 + (DkDk+it 1) + Ak-2 D~:2 









We can now modify expression 5.16 for Qw(N, q) in the limit N--+ oo: 
1 { q2 Li 2iwa N ( N ) 
2
} 
Qw(N, q) = fll/ 2(Li) exp N E (D(nLi)D(Li(n + l))t1 E D(kLi) 
As N --+ oo , Li --+ 0 and so we have approximated D as a continuous function of t = nLi. 
5.6 becomes 
Qw = J"i:!, i: D11;(,;) ,fa exp-q' { 1 - iw:/1.' t, (D(n/1.)D(/1.(n + l)W1 (t. D(M)) '} 
1 ! 00 dqexp-q2 {1 - iwa r n-2(t)dt (1T D(t')dt') 2} J'ff D(O) 1-oo 7 lo t . 
{ D(O) { 1 - i~rJ [ n-'(t)dt ([ D(t')dt') '} }-'/' (5.17) 
D' rv Dn+I - Dn n Li 
D" rv D~+i -D~ n Li 
1 
rv Li2 (Dn+2 - 2Dn+I + Dn) 







Initial conditions: DN = 1 =? D(N!:J.) = D(r) = 1 and D'(r) = 2uµ Solutions to 5.18 
have the form 
D(t) = Asinhr(t- r) + Bcoshr(t- r) , r 2 = iwu 
In particular for our initial conditions 
D(t) = 
2
uµ sinhr(t- r) + coshr(t- r) 
r (5.19) 
Whenµ= 0, D(t) = coshr(t - r) and D'(t) = rsinhr(t - r). ft coshr(t' - r)dt' = 
-~sinhr(t-r) and so 5.17 is 
Qw { coshrr (1- ~~~for tanh2r(t- r)dt) }-l/2 




sinh rr (5.20) 
We shall also need to know 8jµ,w lµ,=O· From 5.17 we have 
1 { 2u ( iwu r ( r ) 2) -2Q~ --:;: sinh rr 1 - -:;:- lo n-2(t)dt lt D(t')dt' 
iwu a r ( r )2 } - -:;:- cosh rr Bµ lo n-2(t)dt lt D(t')dt' (5.21) 
:µ foT n-2 (t)dt (1.T D(t')dt') 2 = 
[ [-zn-3(t) 
8~~t) ([ D(t')dt') 
2 
+ w-2 ([ D(t')dt') (!." 8~~") dt'')] dt 
4u{lr lr sinhr(t-r) } -- tanh3 r(t - r)dt + 2 ( ) (1 - cosh r(t - r)) dt r3 o o cosh r t - T (5.22) 
The integrals in 5.22 are simple to evaluate. The results are 
LT 1 1 tanh3 r(t- r)dt = --(lncoshrr - -tanh2 rr) o r 2 
and 
1-r sinhr(t - r) 1 2 (1 - cosh r(t - r)) dt = --(1 - sech rr - lncosh rr) o cosh r(t - r) r 
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5.21 then becomes 
1 3 { 2a . ( iwa 1 ) iwa-2 --Qw --smhrT 1--(T--tanhrT) +4--coshrTX 
2 r . Tr 2 r Tr3 
(-~(lncosh rT - ~ tanh2 rT) - ~(1 - sechrT - lncosh rT))} 
a Q w • r; (---}- sinh rT tanh rT + _3_2 cosh rT ( 1 - sech rT - ~ tanh 2 rT )) SIIl rT r T r T 2 
a Q cosh rT - 1 . 
- w2 . h r sm rT 
2a rT 
-:;:Qw tanh 2 (5.23) 
We can now return to 5.5 to find the average energy radiated. The first integral on the 
right of 5.5 is 
l oo .8 ( r 2a"(
2 
rT) Im dT e-i 7 • h + . h tanh -
2 
= 
o sm rT sm rT 
I 1
00 
d -ifi7 ( r 2 2 ( cosh rT 1 ) ) m Te . + O""f - ---
o smh rT sinh 2 rT sinh 2 rT 
Im roo dTe-ifi7' ( . hr + 2iab'Y2 (coth rT - . hl )) 
lo sm rT r sm rT 
N 
2iab"(2 




dT e-ifi7' ( . ~ + .2:'Y
2 
tanh r2T) = Im r !0
00 
dT e-ifi7' coth rT 
lo sm rT sm rT lo 
The second integral on the right of 5.5 is the contribution of negative frequencies. This 
can have no bearing on the emission of radiation and so this term is discarded. 5.5 can 
thus be written as 
(5.24) 
The integral in 5.24 has a singularity at T = 0. We must have the energy radiated finite. 
The infinite contribution is a result of the instantaneous initial acceleration of the electron. 
We are interested only in the subsequent radiation so we remove the singularity. As T -+ 0 
cothrT-+ l. So, with z = rT, 5.24 can be written as 
T7' 
(dI) e
2b100 [ 00 {-ibz} ( 1) dw = -2--;- _
00
dT Im lo exp -r- cothz - ; (5.25) 
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Figure 5.1: Contour used for the intergratio~ in 5.25 
Consider the contour in figure 5.1. The intergration over z is along the incline. The 
integrand vannishes on the arc at infinity. Ther~ are also no poles inside or on the 
contour so 





dx exp { ~} sin ~ (coth x - .!:..) 
7r -oo lo · 2wa 2wa x 
_ 2 e:a 1:dT (fo00 dxe- 2sx sin 2sx coth x - i) (5.26) 
s ::: (l ~ v
2
) .;-;;.. We follow Migdal (14, 15J or (15, Appendix VI] and define the function 
<P(s) = 24s2 (fo00 dxe-2sxsin2sxcothx-i) (5.27) 






- 2(dl) <P(s) 
dw BH 
(5.28) 
(~~) BH is the expression 1.15. It is the energy radiated in the low frequency regime by a 
particle moving through an amourphous medium where the effects of electron screening 
have been taken into account, but no consideration has been given to the effects of multiple 
scattering. The function <P(s) can be approximated by (see figure 5.2) [16] 
(5.29) 
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In the limit s ~ 1, <I>(s )* ~ 6s and so 
(5.30) 
which is just larger by a factor of about 35 than the expression obtained by Landau and 













0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
s 
Figure 5.2: The function <I>( s) and its approximation <I>( s )* 
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Chapter 6 
Inclusion of Multiple Scattering by 
the Kinetic Equation Method 
We start again from our basic equation for the energy radiated from an accelerating 




Let us split the integral in 6.1 into two parts. We devide the two dimensional space defined 
by t1 and t2 by the line T = 0 where T = t2 - t1. For the integration over the upper half 
plane we define t = t 1 and for the lower half plane t = t 2• That is the upper intergral is 
over -oo :::; t1 :::; oo, 0:::; T :::; oo and the lower integral over -oo :::; t 2 :::; 00,-00 :::; T :::; 0. 
Then 
e2w21oo loo . .~ ~ -- dt dTn X v(t)n X v(t+T)e-iwr+ik·(T(t+r)-r(t)) 
47r2 -oo 0 
+ loo dt roo dT ll X v( t + T) ll X v( t) eiwr+ik·(r(t)-T(t+r)) -oo lo 
e2w2 loo loo ~ 2-Re dt dT (n x v(t)) · (n x v(t + 7)) e-iwr+ik·(r(t+r)-T(t)) (6.2) 
4?r2 -00 0 
The two exponential terms are complex conjugates of one another, hence the factor of 
twice the real part of the integral. 
Let us definer'= r(t + T) and v' = v(t + T). We include the effects of multiple scattering 
by averaging 6.2 by intergration over weight functions or probability distributions. We 
define W1 (f', v, t) to be the probability of the particle being in the neighbourhood of the 
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point (r, il) in phase space at the time t. We then define W2 (r', il'; r, il; r) as the probability 
for the particle to be in the neighbourhood of (r', il') at the time t + T, given that it was 
in the neighbourhood of (r, il) at time t. W1 and W2 must satisfy the kinetic equation A.9 
8W1,2 .... 8W1,2 f d"""'' ( .... , """') [W ( ........ , ) (.... .... )] at+ v · Br = n vu v - v 1,2 r, v, t - W1,2 r, v, t 
The initial condition on W1 is W1(r,il,O) = c5(f')c5(il- il0 ) where v0 is the initial velocity. 
For W2 , W2 (r', il'; r, il; 0) = c5(r' - r')c5(il' - il). We write 6.2 as 
a2 I e2 loo {oo 
dwdf! = 2 47!"2 Re -oo dt lo dr I< (6.3) 
Le. 
r,r - f d"""'d"""'d..,,d"""'' ik(T'-r')-iwr(k"""' """')(k_, """'')W ("""' _, t)W. (_,, """''· _, """'· ) .n - r v r ve . xv xv 1 r,v, 2 r,v,r,v,r (6.4) 
6.4 contains the Fourier transform of W2 • We define 
Wk(il', il, r) = j d(r' - r')eik(T'-r)-iwrW2(r', il'; r, il; r) 
6.4 becomes 
I<= j drdildil'(k x il)(k x il')W1(r, il, t)Wk(il', il, r) (6.5) 
We can write the kinetic equation for W2 in terms of Wk. We multiply A.9 by exp(ik(r' - r') - iwr) 
and integrate over d( r' - r'): 
f d(r' _ r)eik(T'-r)-iwr8W2 8r 
+ .... , . f d( _,, _ ;;'\ ik(T'-r)-iwr 8W2 _ j d"""'" ( _,,, _ """'') [W ( .... ,, _, ) _ W ( .... , _, )] V r r) e Br - n V (J V V k V , V, T k V , V, T 
j d(r' - r')eik(T'-r') ( :T ( e-iwrw2) + iwe-iwrw2) 
+ il' · [eik(T'-r')-iwrW2l~00 - ikWk] = n j dil"u(il" - il') [Wk(il",il,r) - Wk(il',il,r)] 
For W2 to be physically realistic we must have limf"-r-+±oo W2 = 0 and so 
awk · w .k .... """''W J d"""'" ("""'" """'') [w ("""'" .... ) w ("""'' .... )J 8r + ZW k - Z • V k = n V fJ V - V k V , V, T - k V , V, T (6.6) 
We introduce the two-dimensional vectors 0 and ffe which are perpendicular to the direction 
of escape of the photon, i.e. ii · 0 = n · ffe = 0. For a highly rela~ivistic particle the 
magnitude of the scattering angles are small and we have 
v = v (i - ~02) ii+ vo 
(6.7) 
.... , (i 1 LJ/2) . + /j1 v = v - -u n vu 
2 
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So k · iJ' ~ wv ( 1 - ~0'2 ). If we perform a Taylor expansion of the integrand of 6.6 we can 
transform the problem to finding the solution of a differential equation. From Lemma 5 
we have 
cos O" = cos O' cos O"' + sin O' sin O"' cos W 'O"' ~ 1 (6.8) 
If we defineµ =cos O' and rearrange 6.8 we have 
µ' ,...., µ - ( ~0"'2 - O"' J1 - µ2 cos w) (6.9) 
Thus 
( ') ( ) ( ) (µ 0,,,2 0,,,_; 2 ) 8Wk 1 ( 2)o"'2 2 8
2
wk UT ( ) wkµ -wkµ ~wkµ - 2 - yl-µ cosw 8µ +2 1-µ cos w 8µ2 -""k µ 
and 
n j dv"v [Wkv") - Wk(v')] 
n J dO."' J dv"' 8( v"')a [-!!:..om2 8Wk + ~(1 - µ2)0"'2 cos2 w 82Wkl 
2 8µ 2 8µ2 
n {Bmax O"'dO"'a [-7rµ0"'28Wk + ~(1 - µ2)0"'2 cos2 W82Wkl 
lo 8µ 2 8µ2 
q 8 [ 2 8Wk] q -- (1- µ )- = -/j.o,wk 
4 8µ 8µ 4 
q = 27rn Jimax 0"'3 dO"' a is the mean square scattering angle per unit time. 6.6 can now be 
written as follows: 
For the relativistic case 1 - v ~ Hl - v2) and so 
8Wk iw 2 ,2 q 
Br+ 2(1 - v + vO )Wk= 4/j. 0,wk (6.10) 
We propose that 6.10 has a solution of the form 
Wk(if', if, r) =exp {a( r)if12 + /3( r)if' ·if+ 1( r)} (6.11) 
Wk(if1,if,O) = 8(if1 -if).Let us write if= (Ox,Oy) and if'= (O~,O~). Then fj.o, = ;;2 + ;;2 • 
x y 














(aif'2 +~if'. if+ -r) wk 
(2a0~ + f30x) wk 
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qa + -q/3282 
4 
6.12 is an equation in a alone: 
~(iwvt1/2 jda [ 1 - 1 l = 7 + const. 
2 2 yqa-/¥ yqa+j¥ 




The initial condition is that at 7 = 0, Wk is a delta function in the angular variables. If 
we take C = 1 then we ensure that at 7 = 0, Wk is singular. Therefore 
(6.15) 
We can now solve for /3 in 6.13: 
J d/3 J r;;;;;q r;;;;;q (i = - y 2- 2- coth y 2- 2-7d7 + const. 
We get 
~ r;;;;;q 
/3(7) = yqcosechy 2- 2-7 
6.14 is now 
. iw 2 fif·wv Jiwvq 1 2 2iwv 2 Jiwvq 'Y + -(1 - v ) = -q - coth --7 + -q() --cosech --7 
2 2q 2 4 q 2 
Hence 
iw 2 • Jiwvq 2 f{f'wv Jiwvq 'Y = --(1 - v )7 - lnsmh --7 - () -coth --7 + D 
2 2 2q 2 
We can find the integration_ constant D by imposing the inital condition, i.e. that 
in ea(o)o12 +,e(o)o1.o+-y(o) dff = l 
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This is true for any choice of "if. Let us take "if= (8,0). The magnitudes of "if and "if' are 
~ 1 for a relativistic particle. wk is a delta function for T = 0. For non-zero values of 
T, Wk still drops off very rapidly from its peak as "if' moves away from 0. In light of this 
we can replace the integration over the solid angle n by an integration over the entire xy 
plane. 
1 j e°'(,,.)B'2 +/3(,,.)B'·B+-y(,,-)dO' l: d()x l: d8ye0t(T)(O~+B~)+/3(T)OO.x+-Y(T) 
ff Joo Ji.. 2 e-Y e- 4or d()xeoi(Ox+2a 8) 
-oo 
7l' { /32()2} --exp 1- --
a 4a 
. 
7l' iw 2 --cosech r exp {n - -(1 - v )r 
a 2 
iwvq iwvq iwvq Ffi ( Ffi Ffi )} + ()2 cosech - 2-r sech - 2-r - cosh - 2-r 
~ {i:;;;q { iw 2 2 ~ {i:;;;q } -?l'y cosh y 2- 2-r exp D - 2 (1 - v )r - () y 2q tanh y 2- 2-r (6.16) 
At T = O,I = 1. That is 1 = -7!' ~eD or D = ln ~2iw2v. So we now have completed the v Tc;; v 7r2q 
solution for Wk and can return to our ultimate goal of finding the energy radiated. In 
order to develop 6.3 we need to express (n x v) · (n x iJ') in terms of the angles "if and "if'. 
We use 6. 7 for this purpose: 
( n x v) . ( n x v') 
Hence 6.3 can be written as 
v2(n x "if). (n x "if') 
v2 Eijknj8kEi1mn18'm 
v2 [bj1bkm - bjmbki] ninl()k()'m 
- v2"if. o' 
a2 J e2w2 Joo loo j j .... .... .... .... .... --=--Re dt dr drdiJW1 (r', v, t) d8'v38 ·()'Wk(()',(), r) dwdn 271'2 -oo o 
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(6.17) 
~02 { ~202} -?rexp 1- --
2o:2 4o: 
.WT ZWV ZWV { /-f! fii} 02sech2 Texp {-z2 (1 - v2)} exp -02 2q tanh -i1-T 
- exp -z-(1 - v ) - exp -0 -tanh --T 2i { .WT 2 } d { 21-f!'wv fii'wvq } 
WV 2 dT 2q 2 






2 J00 dt J drdvW1Re 2i f 00 dT exp {-iWT (1 - v2)} dd 7r ~ coth r;::;q T 
211" -oo W lo 2 T v ;::; v 2 
e2w Joo q loo ·s d -- dt Im- dT e-i r_ coth T'T (6.18) 
7r -oo T' 0 dT 
Here we have defined 8 and r as in the previous chapter, i.e. 8 = w(l - v) ~ ~(1 - v2 ) 
and r 2 = iwo- = ¥· We now perform an integration by parts in 6.18. The integrand has 
a pole at 0. We remove it as before by subtracting r~. As a result 6.18 can be written as 
- = -- dt Im -r dT e-ior coth rT - -dI 2e
2
8looo ( 100 . ( 1 )) 
dw 7r 0 0 T'T 
(6.19) 
With z = rT 6.19 is identical to 5.25. So the energy radiated is also given by 5.28. 
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Chapter 7 
Experimental Verification of the 
LPM Effect 
In 1993 the first precise experiment on the LPM effect was carried out by the E146 
collaboration at SLAC [20, 21, 22, 23]. They studied the emission of low energy (1-500 
Me V) bremsstrahlung photons from high energy (25 Ge V) electrons. The experimental 










Figure 7.1: The layout of the E146 experiment at SLAC. Electrons enter End Station A and 
traverse a thin target. They are then bent downwards by a magnet and are detected by wire 
chambers and lead glass scintilators. Bremsstrahlung phtons are detected in the BGO calorime-
ter. 
The electron beam entered End Station A and traversed the thin target foils. Emerging 
electrons are bent downwards and are detected by wire chambers and lead glass scintila-
tors. The bremsstrahlung photons are detected in a BGO calorimeter. 
The targets were chosen to represent a wide range in atomic number ( Z) and radiation 
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Target z L Thickness LPM Threshold 
Material (cm) (% L) (MeV) 
Carbon 6 18.8 2, 6 4.4 
Aluminum 13 8.9 3,6 9.2 
Iron 26 1.76 3, 6 47 
Tungesten 74 0.35 2, 6 235 
Gold 79 0.34 0.1, 1, 6 240 
Lead 82 0.56 2 147 
Uranium 92 0.32 3, 5 265 
Table 7.1: Targets used in the El46 experiment. 
length L( defined in 1.16). The targets are listed in Table 7.1. 
We can estimate the region where LPM suppression will be important as follows. A.16 
gives the mean square value for the scattering angle of the electron for the case of elsatic 
scattering. If the actual mean scattering angle exceeds this value then the electron has 
been disturbed in the formation zone and suppression should result. If we combine 1.13 
with A.16 we find that suppression occurs if w < E 2 / ELPM where ELPM = m2 La/47r 
is a medium dependant constant, w is the photon energy and E is the electron energy. 
The target can be neither too thin such that the electron does not have multiple interac-
tions, nor can it be too thick such that the electron has a chance to emit more than one 
bremsstrahlung photon. 
If the theory we have developed is correct then we would expect to see that dN / dw ex 1 / -JW 
for low values of w and that at higher w values dN / dw ex 1 / w, the Bethe-Reitler spectrum. 
There is, however, another improtant effect at low w that we have not considered. This 
is dielectric suppression. The bremsstrahlung photon which is being emitted aslo needs 
to be coherent. It is, however, moving in a medium with a non-unity index of refraction. 
Contributions to the photon from different parts of the formation zone will have a different 
phase. The criterion that the photon not interfere destructively with itself yields ((15], 
Chapter 3) suppression for w < /Wp where Wp is the plasma frequency of the medium. 
This modifies the spectrum for very low w to dN / dw ex w. A sketch of the expected 
bremsstrahlung spectrum is given in figure 7.2. 
Figure 7.3 shows the observed spectra for the two carbon targets; part (a) is for a target 
which is 4.1 mm~ 2%L thick and part (b) for a target which is 12.7 mm~ 6%L thick. 
The first thing one observes is that the predicted spectrum is not flat, even if the LPM 
and dielectric suppression effects are ignored. This is a result of multiple bremsstrahlung 
from a single electron. The solid line at the top of Figure 8.3(a) shows the Bethe-Reitler 
spectrum ignoring multi-photon pileup. The dashed line (largely hidden by the data 
points) is the spectrum predicted by our detailed calculation of the LPM effect. Clearly 
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Figure 7.2: Sketch of the expected bremsstrahlung spectrum. 
Figure 7.4 shows the corresponding spectra for the two uranium targets; part (a) for a 
79 µm ~ 3%L target and part (b) for a 147 µm ~ 5%L target. The LPM suppression 
is clearly verified. The deviation from the expected LPM curve at very low energies is 




5 10 50 100 
Ey {MeV) 
. - .. , .. ,.... 
500 
Figure 7.3: The observed bremsstrahlung spectrum (crosses) for two carbon tl.rgets, in units 
of photons per 1000 electrons, for a 2%1 (a) and 6%L (b) thick target. The dotted line (top) 
shows the Bethe-Reitler Monte-Carlo expectations, whereas the dashed line (bottom) is the 
Monte Carlo expectations including the LPM effect. The solid line at the top in (a) is the 
Bethe-Reitler prediction ignoring multi-photon pileup. 
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Figure 7.4: The observed bremsstrahlung spectrum (crosses) for two uranium targets, in 
units of photons per 1000 electrons, for a 2% L (a) and a 5% L (b) thick target. The 
dotted line (top) shows the Bethe-Heitler Monte-Carlo expectation, whereas the dashed 
line (bottom) is the Monte-Carlo expectation including the LPM effect. 
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Conclusion 
The Bethe-Reitler result does not exactly reproduce the bremsstrahlung spectrum ob-
tained from the passage of ultra-relativistic charged particles through an amorphous 
medium. The deviation is most pronounced for the soft part of the spectrum. The 
method originally employed by Landau and Pomeranchuk to include the effects of multi-
ple scattering only qualitatively reproduces the experimental data with the .JW behaviour 
for small w. The calculations based on the kinetic equation method and on the functional 
integration method yield the same result. This result is in exxcellent agreement with 
experiment. 
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Appendix A 
Elementary Kinetic Theory 
A.1 The Boltzman equation 
We begin by introducing a distribution function fN(xi, ... ,X3N;pi, ... ,p3N;t). fN is 
defined such that f Nd3N x d3N p is the probability of finding the system of N particles in 
the 6N-dimensional volume element about the point (xi, . .. , x3N; pi, . .. , p3N) in phase 
space at a time t (24]. JN is normalized such that Vt: 
f ... f fNd3Nxd3Np = 1 
f 6N 
(A.1) 
Suppose the system is governed by the Hamiltonian H(x1, ... ,x3N;pi, ... ,p3N;t). Con--
sider the particle distribution at a time t + d t: 
fN(X1 + dxi, ... 'X3N + dx3NiP1 + dpi, ... ,P3N + dp3Nj t + dt) 
ofN a JN 
~ fN + ~dx1 + ... +-£::i-dX3N 
UXt UX3N 
ofN afN ofN + ~dp1 + ... +-;;--dP3N + ~dt 
up1 up3N ut 
ofN aH ofN aH ofN aH 
~ fN + ~-;;-dt + ... + -£::1--;;--dt - ~~dt - ... 
uX1 up1 uX3N up3N up1 uX1 
- ofN oH dt + ofN dt (A.2) 
aP3N ax3N at 
where we have used the Hamilton equations of motion d Xa = 8




If we rearrange (A.2) and let dt go to zero we get 
(A.3) 
If there are no interactions between p·articles and if the system is in equilibrium then all 
changes in fN must be of second order, i.e. 
dfN = Q 
dt 
(A.4) 
Ultimately we are only interested in the bulk properties of the distribution._ These prop-
erties can be defined in terms of the behaviour of a single particle which is characteristic 
of the distribution. We define the 1-particle distribution function as 
(A.5) 
where we have fixed the coordinates and momentum of one particle and then integrated 
over the other N - 1 particles. The factor of N appears because we are free to choose 
any one of our N particles. 
The most general Hamiltonian for a system of N particles with no interactions is 
N ~ 
H(ri, ... ,fN;pi, ... ,pN,t)= I:(:~ +U(ia,t)) 
a=l 
In order to find a differential equation for f(r,p, t) we start with (A.3,4): 
8Njd-lfN-Id_,,N-If (_,__,, __,, _,__,, _, t) 8t r p N r, ru .. · 'rN-Ii p,pll .. · 1PN-1j 
+ N "t j dr'N-1df/N-1(a~N a1! _ a~N a1!) = 0 
a=l Or a 8pa 8pa Or a 
(A.6) 
TN = r Due to the form of our Hamiltonian ~:£ = ~ which is independent of rand 
~1! = 8
8Cf which is independent of p. Now 
<.;tToc To 
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The integral over d?N-l contains, Va =J. N, the integral J~00 dra ~}: = fNl'.'.:'00 For the 
normalization (A.l) to be sensible we must have limw0 1,IP-al-+oo fN = 0. (A.6) can then be 
written as 
af(r,p, t) +NJ d"""N-1d"""N-1(afN P _ afN au)= 0 at r p ar m ap ar 
af ... af F ...( ... )af 
===> at + var + r' t ap = 0 {A.7) 
where F(r, t) is the external force. (A.7) is a statement of Liouville's Theorem. 
We now allow pairs of particles to interact. We assume that the density is low enough 
that the probability of three or more particles interacting simultaneously is vannishingly 
small. The probability of a particle with momentum p interacting with a particle with 
momentum PI at the point r in the time interval (t, d + dt) is proportional to the product 
f(r, p, t)f(r, pi, t) with the proportionality constant w(fi', P'i; p, Pi). p-+ P' and Pi -+ P'i 
We can also have the reverse process where P' -+ p and P'i -+ p1 . The interactions 
that concern us are electromagnetic and so we must have time reversal symmetry, i.e. 
w(fi', fli; p, p1 ) = w(p, p1 ; P', P'i). ( A.4) no longer holds. Instead we have 
~~ = j d3ft1d3Pid3f/w(f/,Pi;p,p1)[f(i/,r,t)f(Pi,r,t)-f(p,r,t)f(pi,r,t)] (A.8) 
We can relate w to the scattering cross section ~~ as follows: 
{Scattering rate} ~~dn x {Incident flux} x {Target density} 
- ~ ~ d n x f (p, r, t) Iv - ii'i I x f (P1 , r, t) d3 P1 
This must be equivalent to the loss term in (A.8). Hence 
( _,, _,, ...... )d3..,,d3_,, dad("\I... · ... ,I w P , P1; p, P1 P P1 = d n H v - v 
and so 
·af ... af F ...( ... )af jd3 ... j dad("\
1 
... ...,l[f'J' ff] at + var + r' t ap = PI d n ~ t v - v 1 - 1 
This is the Holtzman equation. 
(A.9) 
A.2 Distribution function for stochastic scattering 
Let's consider the case of a particle beam incident on an amorphous solid. The target 
particles are assumed to be stationary both before and after a collision, i.e. we assume 
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elastic, glancing collisions. If n is the number density of targets then 
(A.9) reduces to 
~~ = nv j ~~dn[f(IPl,cosO') - f(lfi1,cos0)] (A.10) 
0 and 0' are the angles p and p make with the z~axis respectively. O" is the angle between 
p and p in the plane formed by :f> and p'. d n is the element of solid angle into which the 
particle is scattered, i.e. d n = sin O" d O" d ¢/'. 
z 
x 
Lemma 5 cos O' = cos 0 cos O" + sin 0 sin O" cos ( </> - </>") 
Proof: Rotate our system of axes s.t. :f> now defines the new z-direction. Denote the old 






* cos O' 
(sin 0 cos</>, sin 0 sin</>, cos 0) 
IP I (sin O" cos </>", sin ·011 sin </>", cos O") 
IPI cos O' 
IP I (sin 0 sin 011 cos </>cos </>" + sin 0 sin 011 sin </>sin </>" + cos 0 cos 011 ) 
cos 0 cos 011 + sin 0 sin 011 cos ( </> - </>") o 
In our approximation 011 ~ 1. So sin 011 c::: 011 , cos 011 c::: 1 - ~0112 and 
cos O' - cos 0 c::: - ~0112 cos 0 + 011 sin 0 cos(</> - </>") (A.11) 
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We can make a Taylor expansion of f about cos 0: 
, a1 1 a21 J (cos o) + (cos o - cos o) 
8 0 
+ -(cos o' - cos 0)2 
8 
+ ... 
cos 2 cos2 0 
f (cos O') 
f (cos 0) + [- ~0112 cos 0 + O" sin 0 cos( <P - </>")a :!s 0 l 
+ ~0112 sin 2 0 cos2 ( <P - <P") a2 f + 0( 0"3) 
2 a cos2 0 
The scattering we deal with has no </> dependence. J.i7r d( </> - </>") cos(</> - </>") = 0 and so 
[27r 
Jo d(<P- <P")[f(cosO') - J(cosO)] = 
where z =cos 0 and !:l.9 is the 2-dimensional Laplacian. (A.10) now becomes 
df 
dt le
8max • O"d O" 1 0,,2 d a A j nv sm -'Tr u9 
8min 2 d COS 011 
<0s2>Af 
v 4 l...l.8 (A.12) 
where < 0 s 2 > = f d f!" dd({,, n0"2. < 0 s 2 > is the mean square change of angle per unit 
length. For the case of steady state flow %f = 0 and if there are no external forces then 
the Boltzman equation gives 
\ iJ · ~ f = < O/ > v!:l.9f 
4 
(A.13) 
If the beam is in the z-direction then an approximate solution of (A.13) is 
z 0 - f (0) ex (- 02 ) 
j( ' ) - 'TrZ < 0/ > p Z < 0~ > 
So the distribution function for a charged particle moving through an amorphous solid is 
Gaussian. If we define the mean square scattering angle per unit time to be 2a then 
f (O) ( 0
2 
) j(T,0) =--exp --
27raT 2o"T 
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We can find f(O) by normalizing to unit probability 
The result is f(O) = 1 and so 
1 ( ()2) f(T,0) =--exp --
27raT 2aT 
(A.14) 
It is a somewhat difficult matter to obtain an explicit expression for the mean square scat-
tering angle per unit time, 2a (often called q). We are primarily interested in relativistic 
scattering. We therefore have to consider cross sections which are corrected for electron 
screening, as is discussed in chapter 1. For the case of elastic (Mott) scattering with the 
Thomas-Fermi model of the atom assumed it can be shown that [25, 27] 
E2 
s 
q = E 2L (A.15) 
Es and Lare defined in 1.16. As a result the mean square scattering angle at a time T is 
(()2 ) E; = E2LT (A.16) 
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